SAP Business ByDesign

Solutions for SAP Business ByDesign
«SAP Business ByDesign» is a comprehensive cloud-based business
software solution for small and medium-sized enterprises. Thanks to its
modular structure, you can use it with «Kendox InfoShare» to perfectly
integrate such tasks into your operational processes as processing incoming invoices, managing personnel documents, and all-purpose revision-safe archiving of business documents.
Working together with «SAP Business ByDesign», «Kendox InfoShare» ensures that all incoming and outgoing documents are managed securely and
in compliance with legal requirements. The document archive runs in the
cloud – just like «SAP Business ByDesign» does. All documents are stored in
optimally designed, certified data centres. This eliminates the need for you
to invest in costly archiving infrastructure; your employees can instead focus
on your business’ core processes.
Access to archived documents is ensured at all times – either integrated fully transparently into «SAP Business ByDesign» or using other browser-based
applications such as the «Kendox InfoShare Mobile Web Client». Convenient
search functionality ensures that users can quickly and easily get to the
documents and files they need.

Facts
Comprehensive set of standard
solutions for managing ERP
documents and sensitive personnel records
Integrates easily into «SAP
Business ByDesign» with
transparent access to records
and documents
Fully configurable processes and
filing plans
Mobile access to documents with
integrated document viewer
Can be expanded to manage
documents business-wide
Legally compliant storage and
revision-safe archiving
Designed to run in the cloud
Operated from professional,
certified data centres

And with its fully open collection of interfaces – the «InfoShare Web API» – almost all «Kendox InfoShare Cloud Archive Service» functionality is available
to meet your individual requirements. This ensures that you can integrate
document archiving into your existing business processes and specialist applications quickly and easily.
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Integrated processing of incoming invoices
In most companies, checking and approving incoming invoices is a time-consuming process associated
with high costs. With «Kendox InfoShare for SAP Business ByDesign», you can optimise how you process
incoming invoices. «Kendox InfoShare» processes incoming invoices automatically in a structured fashion. They can then be released through a fully configurable approval workflow. After approval, information
required for initial account assignment is passed to «SAP Business ByDesign», ensuring processing
goes smoothly and enabling the approved invoices to be quickly and efficiently posted and released for
payment.

Approval process for invoices
Incoming invoices are first digitised and
saved to «Kendox InfoShare». Next, the
invoice goes through a customisable
approval process, where information related to initial account assignment and
other details is captured and handed
over to «SAP Business ByDesign» for
further processing.

Direct access to the invoice
The invoice itself, once saved to «Kendox InfoShare», can be accessed quickly and easily direct from «SAP Business
ByDesign». This allows quick access to
the original file at all times. Access is
fully transparent, eliminating the need
for the user to first switch to a separate
application.

Rules-based archiving
Rules-based, process-supported processing ensures a high level of transparency, much better access to information and fast throughput times, allowing
you to save the maximum amount of
money. Documents can be approved on
mobile at any time, enabling location-independent processing of invoice in one
continuous system.

Extract document data
The integrated data extraction functionality can read header and footer data
such as the invoicing party, invoice number, date, etc. as well as line item data
such as the SKU, amount supplied and
item price, then compare this information against data held in «SAP Business
ByDesign». Data that cannot be unambiguously recognised can be corrected
manually if required.

Flexible processing
As well as paper invoices that first need
to be digitised, the approval process also
supports digital invoices. This includes
both invoices that reach the business in
PDF form via email and those that meet
the «XRechnung» standard.

Cloud archiving
The document archive runs in the cloud
– just like «SAP Business ByDesign»
does. Your documents are stored in optimally designed, certified data centres.
This ensures that your sensitive documents are highly available and properly
protected. This eliminates the need for
you to invest in costly archiving infrastructure; your employees can instead
focus on your business’ core processes.

Seamless operation
The whole invoice-management process
is integrated seamlessly – including digitising paper invoices, then automatically extracting data, giving approval
and posting within «SAP Business ByDesign». After approval, invoices automatically move to your accounting system
where they can be posted efficiently.

Supports the following formats:
Paper invoices
Digital invoices
sent as email attachments (PDF)
ZUGFeRD-format invoices
XRechnung-format invoices
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Digital personnel binders for SAP Business ByDesign
Overfilled filing cabinets, time-intensive document storage and exhaustive manual searches are now a
thing of the past. With «Kendox InfoShare Digital Personnel Files» integrated into «SAP Business ByDesign», paper records become mostly superfluous. All documents – employment contracts, salary and
expense calculations, job applications, employer-employee correspondence, etc. – are digitised and
made available around the clock in a central revision-safe archive.

Streamlined management
Personnel files managed in «Kendox
InfoShare» can be opened quickly and
easily direct from «SAP Business ByDesign». Seamless integration of digital
personnel binders allows you to genuinely streamline your administrative HR
processes.

Integrated template manager
The digital personnel binders are integrated into Office, allowing you to easily
create new documents with the help of
the template manager and add boilerplate text direct to the personnel file.
The new document is then automatically
assigned to the appropriate binder.

Temporary document release
Individual documents or entire binders
can be temporarily opened up to specific individuals – an employee, for example, or their manager. Once the prespecified period of time has elapsed, access
rights are withdrawn again.

Automatic binder covers
Personnel binders can be automatically generated within «SAP Business ByDesign». An employee’s master data is
then added to a “digital binder cover”.
This allows structured access to digital
binders without making it mandatory to
use «SAP Business ByDesign».

Automatic file store
Both documents generated within «SAP
Business ByDesign» (e.g. expense accounts) and those created in external
systems (e.g. salary calculations) can
be automatically added to the relevant
employee’s binder using the interfaces
provided.

Legally compliant archiving
Documents within a digital personnel
binder are archived in compliance with
legal requirements; changes can be tracked and it is always possible to see
what happens to individual files. So the
HR department can remain confident
that everything is under control.

Wide range of access options
HR employees have a range of options
for accessing digital personnel binders.
As well as being directly integrated into
«SAP Business ByDesign», records and
documents are also available via the
Mobile Web Client or a browser-based
application.

Central management, global access
Location-independent access to personnel files is particularly useful for businesses with widely distributed offices.
Employee information is managed in
the central digital personnel binder, but
remains quickly and easily accessible
from any location.
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Archiving expense receipts
«SAP Business ByDesign» offers a module for calculating expenses for businesses who want to efficiently control and calculate their employees’ travel costs. Using this module, employees can submit
expenses by themselves or on behalf of others, including the associated receipts. With «Kendox InfoShare for SAP Business ByDesign», both the receipts (which can also be submitted on mobile) and the
subsequently generated accounts are archived in a legally compliant form. If desired, they can also be
made available in the employee’s digital binder.

Archiving expense receipts
As soon as an employee submits a
receipt via the self-service system, it is
automatically handed over to «Kendox
InfoShare» and archived. The employee
responsible for approving the expense
can then view and check the receipt,
and authorised employees can view it
again at a later date.

Archiving expense accounts
Once the expense has been checked in
«SAP Business ByDesign», the resulting
expense report is likewise automatically
archived in «Kendox InfoShare» in compliance with legal requirements. Certain
indexing criteria are assigned during archiving, such as the employee number,
billing period, etc., making the report
easy to find even without «SAP Business
ByDesign».

Transparent access
The employee responsible for validating
expenses has transparent access to all
relevant documents. They can access
them either directly within the «SAP Business ByDesign» work centre interface,
or using the «Kendox InfoShare Mobile
Web Client».

Automatic file storage
If desired, you can automatically add
the receipt and the expense report generated by «SAP Business ByDesign» to
the employee’s digital personnel binder.
Provided they have the proper permissions, the employee can then access the
report and the associated documents in
their own binder.

Legally compliant cloud archiving
The document archive runs in the cloud
– just like «SAP Business ByDesign»
does. All documents are stored in optimally designed, certified data centres.
This eliminates the need for you to invest in costly archiving infrastructure;
your employees can instead focus on
your business’ core processes.
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Archiving incoming and outgoing documents
«Kendox InfoShare» can process more than just incoming invoices and expense receipts. As well as
internal documents, it can also handle all other incoming and outgoing documents, including invoices
sent, delivery notes, receipts, material withdrawal documents or salary lists. Depending on the use
case, documents can be handed over manually, semi-automatically or fully automatically in the background. A convenient range of tools is available to capture incoming paper documents and efficiently
assist the user in digitising and keywording them. Documents can then be accessed through «SAP
Business ByDesign» either using a direct link or with the Mobile Web Client integrated in a mashup with
the SAP interface.

Archive outgoing documents
Documents generated by «SAP Business ByDesign» (invoices sent, delivery
notes, salary calculations, etc.) can be
archived automatically in «Kendox InfoShare». Thanks to «Kendox InfoShare’s»
open interface (API), any document can
be added directly to the archive with
corresponding index values. Documents
archived in this way can then also be assigned to the relevant binder automatically without any manual intervention.

Automatic access to validation data
Data required for automatic validation
from «SAP Business ByDesign» (or any
other external source) – such as order
details, supplier, account and bank details, goods received, etc. – is regularly
and asynchronously received automatically.

Direct access to archived documents
Documents archived in «Kendox InfoShare» can be accessed quickly and
easily direct from «SAP Business ByDesign». Access is fully transparent, eliminating the need for the user to first
switch to a separate application. Alternatively, users can access documents
using either the Mobile Web Client or
other applications developed using the
open Web API.

Convenient capture tools
«Kendox InfoShare» provides a range of
tools for digitising individual paper-based documents (workstation scanning)
as well as entire batches of documents
(batch scanning). Documents can be
automatically separated into batches
using barcodes, patch codes or separator sheets.

E-Mail integration
Incoming documents emailed to a central inbox (e.g. info@company.com) can
be automatically extracted from the
email, archived in «Kendox InfoShare»
in compliance with legal requirements,
and simultaneously handed over to another downstream process.

Legally compliant archiving
The document archive runs in the cloud
– just like «SAP Business ByDesign»
does. All documents are stored in optimally designed, certified data centres.
This eliminates the need for you to invest in costly archiving infrastructure;
your employees can instead focus on
your business’ core processes.

Extract document data
A convenient capturing process extracts
all relevant information from documents
with the help of text recognition (OCR)
functionality. Data extracted can then
also be validated, comparing it against
data held in «SAP Business ByDesign»
or other external sources (e.g. when
checking incoming goods). Data that
cannot be identified with an appropriate
level of certainty will then go through a
manual validation step.
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Sign documents and other files digitally
With the Cloud Signature Service for DocuSign from Kendox InfoShare, written signatures become an analogue obsolescence. Once digital signatures are integrated into your processes, you no longer have to worry
about the time-consuming process of printing out multiple copies of each document, manually handing them
out and then scanning them back in afterwards. Contracts and other agreements can be completed quicker,
and new business can get going faster. By using digital signatures and processes to process the same file
continuously instead of multiple different formats, you can also significantly increase your employees’ productivity and save real money as a result.

Universal application
The Cloud Signature Service can integrate into all Kendox solutions – no matter
which processes or documents require
a binding signature. It covers everything
from contract management with digital
personnel binders to fleet management
or any other Kendox solution.

Manage documents digitally
Digital signatures let you manage your
business processes entirely digitally.
With the Cloud Signature Service, you can
sign quotations and contracts, approve
purchase orders and invoices, confirm
receipt of information and much more –
all of it digitally and using the same consistent media format.

Trackable and transparent
The approval and signature logs for digital signatures are automatically archived
and linked to their original document. This
ensures that you can always keep track
of who signed which document and when.
You also have a permanent overview of
your document‘s current signing status.

Flexible process design
Documents and other files are handed
over from Kendox InfoShare to the signing service. DocuSign is then used to
define and control the operations, their
order and the framework of rules for the
signature and approval process. After a
document has been digitally signed, it is
archived in compliance with legal requirements using Kendox InfoShare – in a revision-safe, unalterable format.

Legally compliant, without compromise
DocuSign‘s digital signatures comply with
the EU’s eIDAS* regulation. This ensures
that digital signatures are legally valid in
court: they are on almost the same footing as paper-based signatures.**

Notice:
This solution requires a valid DocuSign eSignature account.
(Personal, Standard, Business Pro)

*
eIDAS: Electronic Identification, Authentication and Trust Services
** A simple electronic signature is sufficient for the vast majority of transactions; in certain specific cases, a qualified electronic signature (QES) is
required (see also section 126a of the German Civil Code)
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Multi-language support
The „Kendox InfoShare Mobile Web
Client“ can be used internationally and
is currently available in the following languages:
German
English
French
Italian
Spanish
Portuguese
Dutch
Japanese
Mandarin
Further languages in preparation.
Additional languages are available on
request.
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Integrated processing of incoming invoices
With «Kendox InfoShare for SAP Business ByDesign», you can optimise how you process incoming invoices. «Kendox InfoShare» processes incoming invoices automatically in a structured
fashion. They can then be released through a fully configurable approval workflow. After approval, information required for initial account assignment is passed to «SAP Business ByDesign»,
ensuring processing goes smoothly and enabling the approved invoices to be quickly and efficiently posted and released for payment.

Digital personnel binders for SAP Business ByDesign
Overfilled filing cabinets, time-intensive document storage and exhaustive manual searches are
now a thing of the past. With «Kendox InfoShare» digital personnel binders integrated into «SAP
Business ByDesign», paper records become mostly superfluous. All documents – employment
contracts, salary and expense calculations, job applications, employer-employee correspondence, etc. – are digitised and made available 24/7 in a central revision-safe archive.

Archiving expense receipts
«SAP Business ByDesign» offers a module for calculating expenses for businesses who want to
efficiently control and account for their employees’ travel costs. Using this module, employees
can submit expenses by themselves or on behalf of others, including the associated receipts.
With «Kendox InfoShare for SAP Business ByDesign», both the receipts (which can also be submitted on mobile) and the subsequently generated reports are archived in a legally compliant
form. If desired, they can also be made available in the employee’s digital binder.

Archiving incoming and outgoing documents
With «Kendox InfoShare», you can manage all incoming and outgoing documents. Depending on
the use case, documents can be handed over manually, semi-automatically or fully automatically in the background. A convenient range of tools is available to capture incoming paper documents and efficiently assist the user in digitising and keywording them. Documents can then be
accessed through «SAP Business ByDesign», either using a direct link or with the Mobile Web
Client integrated in a mashup with the SAP interface.

Sign documents and other files digitally
With the Cloud Signature Service for DocuSign from Kendox InfoShare, written signatures become
an analogue obsolescence. Once digital signatures are integrated into your processes, you no longer
have to worry about the time-consuming process of printing out multiple copies of each document,
manually handing them out and then scanning them back in afterwards. Contracts and other agreements can be completed quicker, and new business can get going faster.
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